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InsightSolutions™ is the Marketing
Factory’s proprietary marketing
analytics and effectiveness
methodology and is designed to aid
brands in establishing marketing and
media effectiveness.
Through the use of extensively tested
techniques as well as cutting edge
econometric models, our experienced
team is able deliver the entire spectrum of
effectiveness and analytical services with
a view to delivering comprehensive return
on investment programmes.
InsightSolutions™ is made up of three
modules which help brands to answer the
‘Why’ and ‘What’ questions surrounding
their marketing and media investment.

Categories
Cognos

Attribution Modeling

Insight Polls

Cognos is a leading-edge analytics
methodology and forms the core of the
Marketing Factory’s InsightSolutions™
platform.

Using the very latest econometric
techniques, we build models to help
explain the driving factors behind sales,
market share and key KPIs.

InsightPolls are the Marketing Factory’s
general survey, awareness and quick poll
product.

Designed to help brands understand how
their communications can influence brand
perceptions, generate loyalty, drive
advocacy and ultimately increase
Customer Lifetime Value.

We quantify and measure the value of
your marketing investment, leading to an
improved budget allocation and the
maximisation of its return on investment.

InsightPolls give you the ability to survey
internal and external data panels as well
as performing a high volume of quick
surveys which are designed to capture
more real time qualitative information.

Companies we work
Cognos
with
Using information gathered by a
proprietary online survey, Cognos is able
to provide answers to questions such as:
• How can we quantify the impact of our
marketing and communications activity
on sales?
• What is the impact of offline brand
activity on online response?
• How do you measure the impact of
on/offline direct activities on sales?
• How do we quantify the impact of key
competitor activity?
• How can we identify and accurately
attribute sales to marketing channels?
• How can we control the influence of
other key business drivers including PR,
seasonality and macro/micro economic
factors influencing demand?

“Our InsightSolutions™ programme
allows brands to fully understand their
marketing investment and drive real
value based on empirical evidence”.
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